Goals for the BPL Innovation Station!

- BPL will be the location for projects that provide community engagement.
- The Innovation Station will be used for:
  - Teaching new skills
  - Empowering patrons to create and think freely
  - “Provide inspiration, collaboration, and conversation” (MakerSpace Playbook, p. 13)
- Provide community education.
- Complement and correlate with the school’s S.T.E.M. program.
- Begin Innovation Station with teens and adults, with children’s programming in 2015.
- Provide “project-based” learning for homeschoolers.
- Use talents and abilities of community members as coaches and teachers

“With the application of passion and persistence and innovative thinking, you can take on any challenge.”
Brandon Griggs, CNN
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What is an Innovation Station?

Kids and Adults love to gather and create various things! Some people call them “Make-it/Take-it” projects. Bradford Public Library is introducing a new concept for our patrons and that is providing a Makerspace!

Makerspaces are in many libraries throughout the United States and even though our library is small & rural – we have made this idea come to life! Offering a space and location to create, build, and craft different items is an additional service that we currently offer our Teens & Adults! BPL will also provide many tools for these handcrafted items.

Many larger libraries have an additional room to keep their Makerspace materials and tools, but BPL wanted to be more flexible and provide a Portable Makerspace that can be used anywhere within or outside of the library.

With the assistance of a grant from the Miami County Foundation, BPL was able to purchase a portable cabinet, consumables and non-consumable items to get started.

The INNOVATION STATION has been filled with materials and tools to accommodate these projects:

- S.T.E.M. Activities
- Cooking & Baking
- Jewelry Making
- Photography
- Scrapbooking
- Legos
- Flower Arranging

What type of projects would you like?

Bradford Public Library’s Teen and Young Adult Librarians work passionately to provide rewarding, fulfilling and energetic projects for our youth!

Their motto is:

I – In Every Week
T – Think!
C – Common
H – Hands-On

“CREATE AN ITCH TO LEARN”